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Judith Scheele 

Islam as World Religion in Northern Mali 

Abstract: In 2012, northern Mali seceded from the rest of the country under the 

leadership of secessionist and Islamist groups. This, and subsequent events, 

have been interpreted, broadly speaking, in two ways. First, as a result of the 

unchecked influence of external actors representing ‘global jihad’ on a country 

whose Islamic practice had until then been described as ‘moderate’. Second, 

allegiance to Islamist groups was seen as a strategy in local power struggles. 

Without wanting to invalidate the latter interpretation, this chapter asks what 

would happen if we took the Islamic rhetoric put forward by various actors in 

northern Mali seriously. This implies understanding Islam in the region both in 

local and in transregional terms, and placing it within a narrative not of radical 

rupture, but of continuity. Contemporary tensions between local conflicts and 

universal notions of justice, legitimacy and belonging, have in fact a long and 

variegated history in the area.  

Introduction 

When large parts of northern Mali seceded from the country under the leader-

ship of Islamist groupings in early 2012, there was an immediate tendency in the 

European media to blame this on external influences that had, in the space of a 

decade or less, apparently led to the ‘radicalisation’ of the ‘traditionally moder-

ate’ Islam practiced in the area.1 As a widely-cited and generally well-informed 

analysis of events stated in 2013, the “open sore” of conflict-ridden and poorly 

governed northern Mali had become “infected by foreign Salafi ideas and muja-

hideen, and by trans-national networks of organised crime”.2 Others soon pro-

posed an alternative reading. They suggested that the reference to ‘radical  

Islam’ was best understood as a cover for other political struggles, opposing 

dominant political groups and their former dependents, and whose primary 

stakes were control over trade routes and access to pastures. Or they were seen 

as attempts to compensate for youth disaffection, the shortcomings of the state, 

|| 
1 For critical comments on the concept of ‘radicalisation’, see Marchal and Ould Ahmed Salem 

2018. 

2 Lecocq et al. 2013. 
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or indeed the effects of state corruption.3 While there can be no doubt about the 

much greater pertinence of these latter explanations, in both readings, ‘radical 

Islam’ risks being ultimately explained away.4 It appears either as foreign ‘cor-

ruption’ of local ‘moderate’ Islam, or as a smokescreen that can be overcome by 

the elimination of foreign fighters, military intervention, state building, and 

enhanced border control. In other words, experts might squabble over which 

level of analysis really matters – whether we are dealing with essentially local 

conflicts hiding behind an Islamic façade, or with another instance of the un-

checked global march of religious fanaticism – but the basic terms of the debate 

are set, as is an implicit distinction between ‘radical’ and ‘moderate’ Islam.5 

This chapter asks what would happen if we stepped back from this reading 

and took seriously the Islamic rhetoric put forward by various actors in northern 

Mali, situating it within a narrative not of radical rupture, but of continuity: 

within the tension between local conflicts and universal aspirations that have 

long shaped notions of justice, legitimacy, status, and belonging in the area, but 

that by definition can never be resolved. This is an undertaking beyond the 

scope of this chapter, or indeed the evidence at my disposal.6 Four tentative 

points emerge nonetheless: (i) Islamist activism in northern Mali situates itself 

neither on an exclusively local nor on a global scale, but derives its primary 

references, terms of debate, and recruits from a longstanding intellectual region 

that spans most (but by no means all) of the Western Sahara and its southern 

edge. (ii) This region provides Islamic movements in the area with their own 

historical and geographical framework that consciously predates contemporary 

nation-states, creating its own form of historicity and historical legitimacy. 

(iii) Within it, operative distinctions are not those of ‘local’ or ‘foreign’, but ra-

ther expressed in terms of status, kinship, and alliance. (iv) Lastly, religious 

|| 
3 See Thurston and Lebovich 2013, Briscoe 2014, Raineri and Strazzari 2015, Benjaminsen and 

Ba 2019, Grémont 2019, Théroux-Benoni et al. 2016, Yahaya Ibrahim 2017, and Dowd and Ra-

leigh 2013, respectively. 

4 The tendency to explain religion through other factors has been built into the social sciences 

since Durkheim. Such explanations are important, but never quite sufficient (Schielke 2019). 

5 As Prud’homme (2015, 131) notes, most academic analysts are wary of this distinction, which 

is clearly an etic (colonial), rather than an emic category. Given its current political force (Mar-

zouki 2011), however, it is difficult not to play into it, willingly or not. 

6 I carried out long-term ethnographic field research in northern Mali (mostly Gao and Tim-

buktu) in 2008 and 2009, but have not been back to the area since 2012, although I have spo-

ken to people there on the telephone or met them elsewhere. This chapter is thus based on 

personal communications, written sources, and media and expert reports, in addition to my 

own background knowledge.  
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differences, including those with people from southern Mali, do not necessarily 

indicate incompatibility, but potentially stake out new grounds for debate, there-

by creating shared terms of references whose impact might be much greater in 

the long run than that of militant jihad.7 

The conflict 

In January 2012, fighters from the Mouvement National de Libération de l’Aza-

wad (MNLA) successfully attacked several army garrisons in northern Mali. 

They met with little resistance as they advanced, taking Gao on March 31 and 

Timbuktu on April 1. On April 6, they announced (from Paris) the creation of the 

independent state of Azawad in northern Mali. By then, rebel forces controlled 

two thirds of Malian territory, although much of this was desert and home to 

less than ten per cent of Mali’s overall population. In the meantime, the national 

government in southern Mali had collapsed following a military coup. 

‘Tuareg’ rebellions have been an integral part of the country’s history since 

independence from France in 1960.8 But they had never been quite as success-

ful. This was partly due to the MNLA’s much greater firepower compared to 

earlier rebel movements, which in turn was connected to Qadhafi’s demise in 

neighbouring Libya, host to a substantial number of Malian Tuareg labour 

migrants. It can be partly explained by reference to the quasi-absence of state 

institutions in the North, which has long been governed by proxies.9 The MNLA, 

moreover, was not fighting alone in northern Mali, but was first seconded and 

then rapidly displaced by groups fighting under an Islamic banner. These in-

cluded al-Qa’ida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM, a transformation of the Algeria-

based GSPC), but also a number of more local groups, such as Ansar al-Din, and 

the Movement pour l’unicité et le jihad en Afrique de l’Ouest (MUJAO), who 

together seemed to be able to draw on a much more extensive pool of resources 

and recruits than the MNLA. After a short-lived alliance with the MNLA, these 

groups expelled MNLA officials from Timbuktu in April and from Gao in June 

2012 and started to administer both towns and their hinterlands according to 

|| 
7 As Li (2015, 12–7) notes, ‘jihad’ is a slippery term. However, the term and its derivatives are 

now widely used in Mali, including as a self-definition (Théroux-Benoni et al. 2016, 2), and I 

will follow this usage here. 

8 See Boilley 2009 and Lecocq 2010. 

9 Hüsken and Klute 2015. 
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sharī‘a. In November 2012, the MUJAO also captured Menaka, thereby putting 

all major towns in the North under Islamist control. 

On January 10, 2013, Ansar al-Din launched an attack on Konna, a town in 

central Mali south of the boundaries of ‘Azawad’. Following a demand for help 

by the then Malian president Dioncounda Traoré, the French army intervened 

on January 11. Officially, this was an emergency intervention to stop ‘jihadi 

terrorists’ from reaching southern Mali, although their intervention had clearly 

been prepared beforehand, waiting for an opportunity to deploy.10 By the end of 

the month, the French army, with the help of Chadian troops, controlled all 

major settlements in northern Mali. They were gradually, but never totally, re-

placed by MINUSMA, a United Nations ‘peacekeeping’ mission, from April 25, 

2013 onwards.11 At the time of final revisions (spring 2021), French troops were 

still on the ground in Mali, although resistance against their presence was 

mounting nationwide.12 Although external military intervention was swift in 

removing Islamist control from towns, and in killing perhaps a third of the esti-

mated 2,000 fighters in the area,13 its control never extended to the countryside. 

Islamist groups of various labels and affiliations have since proliferated, includ-

ing further south. Today, they control most of the rural areas in central and 

northern Mali, where they have implemented their own forms of territorial and 

legal administration, centred on wells, quranic schools, and Islamic courts.14 

For international analysts, these events came as a shock. Mali had long 

been presented as the “poster child for African democracy”;15 a “donor darling”;16 

poor, but friendly; a priced destination for tourists; culturally sophisticated, 

present on the international music scene; and, although Muslim, “tolerant” and 

|| 
10 Henke 2017, 13. For more information on how and why the French intervention came about, 

see Henke 2017, and Boeke and Schuurman 2015. For an analysis of French military interven-

tions in its former West African colonies more generally, see Charbonneau 2017. 

11 ‘Peacekeeping’ is a clear misnomer, as there was (and still is) no peace to be kept. On the 

MINUSMA, see Cold-Ravnkilde, Albrecht and Haugegaard (2017), who note internal structural 

inequalities between Western and non-Western soldiers. Soldiers from African countries ac-

count for 67% of military personnel on the ground, and for 90% of casualties so far. 

12 See, for instance, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbPaij78Owo, accessed May 13, 

2020. Also “Frappes sur Bounti (Mali): des associations demandent une enquête indépendan-

te”, RFI January 2, 2021; and “Mali: polémique autour d’une frappe de la force Barkhane vers 

Talataye”, RFI March 26, 2021. 

13 Boeke and Schuurman 2015, 1. 

14 Klute, personal communication, Bayreuth, March 4, 2019. See also International Crisis 

Group 2016 and 2019, 5 and 13. 

15 Benjaminsen and Ba 2019, 5. 

16 Bergamasci 2014. 
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“open-minded”; “a peaceful republic with a pleasant air of democracy and 

secularism”.17 As part and parcel of this image, ‘Malian Islam’ tended to be por-

trayed as inherently different from, and more ‘tolerant’ than, its Middle Eastern 

counterpart, in a rhetoric that echoed colonial distinctions between ‘moderate’ 

(‘Sufi’) and ‘radical’ (‘Wahhabi’), ‘local’ and ‘global’, ‘black’ and ‘white’ Islam.18 

‘The Tuareg’, meanwhile, have long been seen by French audiences in particu-

lar as inherently ‘un-Islamic’, and open to friendship with France.19 There is no 

need to reiterate here that corruption had in fact been rife in pre-conflict Mali; 

that government in the North had been “mafia-like”;20 that Malian society was 

riven by generational, educational, regional, linguistic, and class tensions; that 

Islam in the country was as diverse and ‘orthodox’ as elsewhere; that Islamist 

groups from Algeria had long found a sanctuary in the north of the country, 

tolerated because Malian government officials collected a share of AQIM ran-

soms, much as they did with the profits of international smuggling in the area.21 

That, in fact, Mali’s golden international image was part of the problem, as Ma-

li’s dependency on foreign goodwill made it necessary to play up to whatever 

image ‘the West’ (or indeed, ‘the East’) wanted to see, instead of addressing 

political tensions in the country head-on.22  

Media portrayals 

Mali’s golden image, including its alleged subscription to ‘moderate Islam’, 

however, was too deep-seated to be discarded quite so lightly. Initially, events 

in northern Mali were described primarily, in the media but also some expert 

reports, as sparked by external factors, by a heady cocktail of Algerian jihadis, 

Colombian drug-smugglers, and Libyan guns.23 Some of this might have been 

|| 
17 Holder 2013. 

18 ‘White’ here refers to speakers of Tamacheq and Arabic. Triaud (2014) describes the colonial 

creation and the longevity of the notion of an ‘African’ or ‘black Islam’ that was perceived to be 

less ‘pure’ and therefore less threatening to European rule. Needless to say, this distinction is 

historically unfounded, as is the idea of a specifically ‘Malian’ or even ‘African Islam’ (Kane 

2012). 

19 Casajus 1995. 

20 Bergamasci 2014, 355. 

21 Dowd and Raleigh 2013, 506. 

22 Bergamasci 2014, 348. 

23 Briscoe 2014. 
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due to the impact of French military propaganda.24 It is important to note here 

that the French military intervention in northern Mali resulted in a “war without 

images”,25 or rather, one in which almost all information was produced or at 

least controlled by the French army. Subsequent analyses of the situation in 

northern Mali often read as if the French army itself were not themselves among 

the ‘foreign actors’ in the area, and the best-armed of them all.26 Whatever its 

origins, the image of an essentially external threat was endorsed by official 

Malian rhetoric pleading for foreign military intervention, and also by local 

actors who positioned themselves as bulwarks against ‘global Islam’. Prominent 

among them was the late ‘supreme chief’ of the Touareg Kel Adagh in Kidal, 

Intallah ag Attaher, who, in 2013, asked “all armed movements from outside the 

Azawad” to leave;27 one of Intallah’s sons, Alghabas, is currently administering 

Kidal based on sharī‘a. Beyond the control of major towns, foreign military in-

tervention hence aimed primarily at the removal of foreign fighters and the 

closure of the border with Algeria and Niger, although these measures were 

rewarded with little success, beyond the increase of food prices for the local 

population.28  

The image of jihadis as inherently alien to Mali also pervades popular por-

trayals of the current conflict in northern Mali, especially in Europe. Take, for 

instance, the 2014 film Timbuktu, a Franco-Mauritanian co-production directed 

by the Mauritanian filmmaker Abderrahmane Sissako. Timbuktu was acclaimed 

in French media as the “greatest success in the history of African cinema”.29 It 

obtained seven Césars in 2015, including that of best film and best director, and 

it was the only African film officially selected for the 2014 Cannes film festival. It 

was filmed in Mauritania with funds from the Mauritanian government, and 

under protection and with logistical help from the Mauritanian and French 

armies.30 The film tells the story of a Tuareg couple and their daughter whose 

lives are torn apart as the husband, Kidane, accidentally kills a local fisherman. 

The fisherman’s mother refuses to grant pardon, even though she is offered 

compensation. Kidane is condemned to death and executed by an Islamic legal 

|| 
24 Henke 2017, 10. 

25 Boeke 2016. 

26 Grémont 2019, 49. 

27 Lecocq et al. 2013, 11. 

28 Bensassi et al. 2015, 19; see also “Entretien avec Alghabas ag Intalla, chef du Mouvement 

Islamique de l’Azawad (MIA)”, Malijet avec Andy Morgan Writes, February 1, 2013. 

29 According to Radio France Internationale (RFI), February 3, 2016. 

30 On Mauritania’s ambivalent stance towards ‘global Islamic terror’, see Ould Ahmed Salem 

2013. 
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court. This story is based on the real execution of Moussa ag Mohamed, a Tuareg 

member of Ansar al-Din, judged and executed by his own friends and colleagues 

in November 2012.31 In the film, however, Kidane is a Tuareg herd owner and 

occasional musician unknown to, and inherently different from, the Islamists 

he confronts. The latter are mostly portrayed as foreign – the lead actor is Tuni-

sian – and relying on interpreters to communicate with the local population. Or, 

they are ‘up-rooted’ locals who returned from exile in Libya and work in subor-

dinate positions. No further mention is made of the refusal of the fisherman’s 

family to forgive the murder and the way it probably contributed to the long-

standing racial and ethnic tensions in the area. 

This storyline is interspersed with re-enacted scenes from the Mauritanian 

journalist Lemine ould Mohamed Salem’s (2016) documentary Salafistes, which 

condenses nine months of events across northern Mali into a few days in Tim-

buktu, and from news coverage.32 In the film’s opening sequence, for instance, 

wooden statues looking generically ‘African’ are shot at by invisible mujahidin 

and ultimately destroyed. This seems to draw on “exclusive footage” broadcast 

by the French news programme Journal de 20 heures in June 2012, where local 

Tamacheq-speaking mujahidin are seen breaking small and rather badly made 

wooden statues and haranguing the local population.33 The status of these stat-

ues is unclear – “they probably took them from a tourist shop”34 – but the news 

commentary describes them as “traditional African divinities, broken one by 

one, just like the Taliban did with the famous Buddhas of Bamiyan, blown up 

with dynamite”.35 (Timbuktu has been a centre of Islamic scholarship with an 

almost entirely Muslim population for centuries). 

While there can be no common ground between 20 heures’ statues and the 

Bamiyan Buddhas outside of Western perceptions of a universal threat, the 

parallel is significant. It feeds into the same underlying rhetoric about ‘global 

jihad’ that has been put forward since 2001 to justify the ‘global war on terror’ 

(GWOT). Namely, to blame it on a few inherently external agitators whose ‘sur-

gical’ removal would return things back to normal. In Afghanistan, Iraq, and 

Syria, as it used to be in Chechnya and Bosnia Hercegovina, ‘foreign fighters’ 

|| 
31 Lemine ould Mohamed Salem, “Dans le nord Mali, la charia s’applique aussi aux soldats de 

Dieu”, Libération, November 25, 2012. 

32 Joan Tilouine, “‘Salafistes’: le documentaire qui a inspire ‘Timbuktu’”, Le Monde, Decem-

ber 10, 2015. 

33 Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfheY-IGffQ, accessed March 11, 2019. 

34 André Bourgeot, commentary on Timbuktu, available from https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=UNJQxU7__7A, accessed March 11, 2019. 

35 “Tombouctou, le carrefour des Salafistes d’Aqmi de par le monde”, 20 heures, June 9, 2012. 
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tend to be represented as the most dangerous and ‘fanatical’ of all mujahidin in 

Western media. They are described as footloose and rootless, and hence without 

scruple and limitations; men without family nor women to bind them. They are, 

in Li’s pithy phrase, “Muslims out of place”, and in most cases in fact ‘Arabs out 

of place’; they ought to be removed at all cost, and much of the worldwide mili-

tary and punitive apparatus of the GWOT targets them as a priority.36 A story of 

‘Arabs out of place’ in northern Mali is thus one that greatly resonates with 

Western and perhaps also some Malian audiences. It is, however, doubly perni-

cious as northern Mali is home to a small, but important, minority of Arabs, 

who, although Malian, are understood by many southerners to be inherently 

‘foreign’, or at least, of questionable allegiance and loyalty to the Malian na-

tion.37 Defining northern Malian Islamists as primarily Arab, and Arabs as for-

eign, feeds into a potentially explosive history of already fraught community 

relations. 

Islam as a façade for local conflicts 

Explanations emphasising the ‘foreignness’ of jihadis also stumble over empiri-

cal evidence showing that the majority of fighters were recruited locally and 

that local jihadi organisations occupied centre stage in the conflict. The more 

visible of these are Ansar al-Din, founded by Tuareg from Kidal but which also 

attracted a following among Arabs from Timbuktu, and MUJAO, said to be set 

up as a reaction against ‘foreign’ dominance of AQIM. It seems that the more 

spectacular jihadi activities dwelled on by foreign media, such as the destruc-

tion of saints’ tombs, public flogging, amputations, and the prohibition of 

games, were carried out by local organisations and fighters, while the AQIM 

leadership attempted to calm their overzealousness in favour of a “progressive 

application” of sharī‘a. AQIM in fact repeatedly cautioned their fighters against 

the “fanaticism” (ta‘assub, which is perhaps better translated as ‘factionalism’) 

of their Tuareg allies “which is only useful when it is well directed and ruled by 

law”, admonishing them to be as inclusive as possible in their recruitment and 

counsel.38 As a result, more thoughtful analyses conclude that the conflict in 

|| 
36 Li 2009, 359. Over two-thirds of the detainees at Guantanamo were foreign fighters (367). 

37 Scheele 2013, 176. 

38 AQMI, l’Emirat de l’Organisation, “Directives générales relatives au projet islamique dji-

hadiste de l’Azawad”, July 20, 2012 (published by RFI, October 6, 2013). https://www.rfi.fr/
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northern Mali was and is primarily local.39 Such analyses stress several ele-

ments: the long history of rebellion in northern Mali, the accumulated grievanc-

es this has led to, and the Malian government’s repeated failure to address 

these; conflicts between groups considered to be a different status, ranging from 

‘noble’ via ‘client’ to ‘former slave’; competition over resources, both in the form 

of transnational smuggling and of pastoral and agricultural productive regimes; 

and local needs for protection, in an increasingly violent social and political 

environment. 

 Northern Mali has its own long and complex history of rebellion and bloody 

suppression by the Malian army. This in turn has created hostilities and a deep-

seated mistrust against the regime in Bamako and populations associated with 

it, as probably all ‘white’ inhabitants of the area – that is to say, Arabic- and 

Tamacheq-speakers of a higher status – have personal memories of brutal exac-

tions committed by Malian soldiers, and lost close relatives in the struggle.40 It 

has also shaped the lives of many who are now prominent in armed conflict, 

such as, most famously, Iyad ag Ghali, the founder of Ansar al-Din and current 

leader of the JNIM, Mali’s currently most influential Islamist movement, who 

had been an influential figure in earlier ‘secular’ rebellions. The rebellion of the 

1990s and its aftermath was marked by scissions between different Tuareg 

groups, protesting against the dominant role played by ‘noble’ families in the 

1990s rebellion and its aftermath.41 This was also the time when formerly subor-

dinate groups started bearing arms.42 Similar explanations are now being put 

forward for the current conflict. Ansar al-Din is seen by some as an attempt, by 

former ‘nobles’, to re-ascertain their political leadership in the area. The crea-

tion of MUJAO tends to be interpreted as a reaction of ‘southern Saharans’ and 

former clients against the arrogance of the Algerian leadership of AQIM.43 In 

central Mali, the katība Macina initially challenged the exclusive control of 

pasture by high-status local elites.44 More generally, cleavages often seem to 

follow divisions between status groups, although alliances remain unpredictable. 

|| 
fr/afrique/20131006-mali-vade-mecum-droukdel-mali-aqmi-terrorisme-al-qaida-sanguinaire, 

accessed January 7, 2021. 

39 For instance, Yahaya Ibrahim 2017, 8. 

40 Locally, Europeans tend to be described as ‘Christian’ (nasara) rather than ‘white’. On the 

use of colour terms (of which ‘black’ and ‘white’ are only two) to distinguish between groups of 

people in the region, see Hall 2011. 

41 Klute 2011. 

42 Grémont 2019, 53. 

43 Raineri and Strazzari 2015, 259, Boeke and Schuurman 2015, 15. 

44 Jourde, Brossier and Cissé 2019. 
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Here as elsewhere, equality before God provides a persuasive argument for 

former lower-status people wishing to better their social position. Nonetheless, 

these explanations are only partly correct, as, true to the many cross-cutting ties 

that have long shaped the history of this region,45 leading regional figures tend 

to move from one group to another, to the point where “local people in northern 

Mali are themselves unable to determine which group is which”.46 Islamists, 

meanwhile, put forward a message of inclusivity: “Our battle is in the name of 

Islam, it’s not Arab or Tuareg, black or white, it’s in the name of Islam”.47 This 

might be propaganda, but it is also, realistically, the only path to long-term 

military and political success in the area. The AQIM leadership at least are clear-

ly aware of this – indeed, as seen above, excessive ‘tribalism’, or ta‘assub, is one 

of their recurrent bugbears. Meanwhile, factional readings of events tend to 

become self-fulfilling prophecies, as the Malian government pursues its long-

standing strategy of arming some groups against others, or of creating ‘local 

militias’ that, statistically speaking, have by now killed more people than any 

other actor in the Malian conflict, including the Malian and French armies.48 

Again, this strategy has a long and brutal history in the area. 

 Another related set of analyses, which have gained increased traction in the 

past few years as jihadis have successful spread into central Mali, draw on polit-

ical economy. After interviews with sixty-three “previously involved” young 

men in central and southern Mali, Théroux-Benoni et al. conclude that 

in most cases documented by this study, youth engagement did not hinge on religious fac-

tors and was not the result of religious indoctrination. Religion seems to play a marginal 

position in the motivations of the youths interviewed in this study.49  

Rather, what mattered most to people was a desire to protect themselves and 

their livelihoods, especially in the area around Mopti, where membership in a 

jihadi group was seen as effective protection against cattle rustling. 

In a similar vein, Poupart explains the constitution of the MUJAO in Gao as 

an attempt by locals to protect themselves against MNLA exactions: all political 

groups in the area “act like entrepreneurs and propose different types of rhetoric 

|| 
45 Grémont et al. 2004. 

46 Abu Ibnein, “Oumar Ould Hamaha: a case study of the bridges between three groups”, 

GCTAT, 11/01/2013. http://www.gctat.org/fr/analysis/29-ranoc/220-oumar-ould-hamaha-a-case-

study-of-the-bridges-between-three-groups.html, accessed January 7, 2021. 

47 Oumar ould Hamaha, Timbuktu, April 6, 2012, recorded by AFP. 

48 Boisvert 2015, International Crisis Group 2016, 2019, Human Rights Watch 2020. 

49 Théroux-Bénoni et al. 2016, 4. 
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that mobilise to different degrees and according to their own strategies, identi-

ty, and political and religious aspirations”.50 Grémont traces the history of con-

flicts and alliances open to local groups in north-eastern Mali and concludes 

that those who opt for Islamist allegiances “certainly do not primarily aim to 

carry out universal jihad”, but rather draw on them “as a resource in struggles 

for local power”, much as others might draw on privileged links with the French 

army.51 For Benjaminsen and Ba, who also work on central Mali, “alliances and 

conflicts are structured by material interests with deep historical roots in con-

trolling land and resources, rather than by a radical Islamist agenda”.52 Local 

Fulani join Islamist groups because they provide reliable, quick, and relatively 

cheap solutions to struggles over land-rights, because they fight against extor-

tion by noble groups traditionally backed by the state, and because they protect 

members against attacks by sedentary Dogon self-defence groups trained by the 

Malian army. 

Arabs out of place? 

My aim here is not to show that this point of view and the analyses that it in-

forms are substantially wrong (they are not), but rather that because of the need 

to counterbalance media reports on ‘foreign contamination’ they may be wilful-

ly blind to regional connections and universal ideas that also matter. As Gré-

mont himself notes, as soon as the parties to local conflicts refer to their oppo-

nents as ‘mujahidin’ or ‘collaborators with the French’, simply speaking of 

inter-community conflicts “is perhaps not wrong, but certainly reductive”.53 

Indeed, attempts to avoid the narrative of ‘global jihad’ at all cost might implic-

itly strengthen it, by endorsing the conceptual division between ‘local’ and 

‘global’ factors, while weighing them differently. In northern Mali (as else-

where), local conflicts are rarely experienced as just local. To say that they 

might be phrased in, or rather experienced through, universal religious terms, 

and sincerely so, does not invalidate their local impact, on the contrary: both 

levels mutually reinforce each other, and give each other additional meaning. 

Quranic notions of injustice, tyranny, and the abuse of power strike chords with 

people who suffer from these daily, and gain clarity and traction from universal 
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language. Conversely, it is difficult to imagine what a ‘radical jihadi agenda’ 

that could not feed on local conflicts and specific resentments would in fact look 

like. It is thus this articulation of different levels, rather than the assumed pre-

ponderance of one over the other, that should catch our attention. This kind of 

‘scaling’ has a long history in the region. Today, it is employed on all sides of 

the Malian conflict, although the universal values invoked vary. 

On August 22, 2016, Ahmad al-Faqi al-Mahdi, member of Ansar al-Din, was 

brought to trial before the ICC, accused of war crimes by the Malian government. 

He was indicted for leading the destruction of nine shrines and parts of the Sidi 

Yahya mosque in Timbuktu, one of which was a UNESCO-certified World Herit-

age site.54 He was sentenced to nine years in prison and to pay € 2.7 million in 

compensation to his victims. According to the then director general of UNESCO, 

Irina Bokova, “[w]hen a World Heritage site is destroyed, because of stupidity 

and violence, the whole of humanity feels that it has been deprived of part of 

itself; that it has been injured.”55 

Islamic groups are thus not the only ones to invoke universal values to describe 

local events. And, for UNESCO also, the universal always necessarily takes place 

somewhere, and hence partakes in local socio-economic and political conflicts. 

By 2015, the shrines had been re-built with UNESCO funding, and “a ceremony 

was held… to reconsecrate [sic] the sites and hand back the keys to their tradi-

tional owners”.56 Buildings that, from a UNESCO point of view, look like univer-

sal heritage were, in Timbuktu itself, closely associated with particular families, 

descendants of the saints; UNESCO therefore intervened – unwittingly but un-

avoidably – in power relations on the ground. 

These families still exercise influence and claim superior status in the area, 

a claim that is resented by many. Thus, local Islamists reject the veneration of 

saints both in terms of a universal principle and in terms of a personal relation-

ship of expected subordination to a particular family, and a hierarchical system 

associated with their high status. Most (but by no means all) jihadis or other 

kinds of Islamists recruited in Timbuktu are from groups that cannot claim priv-

ileged access to prestigious religious ancestry. This does not mean that we can 

reduce their motivation solely to local status struggles. Nevertheless, aspira-

tions for universal value systems tend to appeal to people on the basis of their 

own experience. Similarly, Algerian Islamist who settled in the area from the 
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1990s onwards tended to intermarry with families of lower status. Their in-laws 

thereby gained access to other forms of wealth, but also to a different kind of 

religious legitimacy — a different kind of universalism than that represented by 

the saints and their tombs and descendants. This can be read both as an attack 

on a social system based on genealogical status, and as an attempt to diversify it 

by introducing new sources of prestige. We are, then, not dealing with the op-

position of local to global, but rather with the tensions between different claims 

to universality. 

Timbuktu saints, moreover, tend to be internationally recognised Islamic 

scholars, and are therefore by definition never just local. A brief look at the 

names of the saints whose tombs have been destroyed gives us an indication of 

their heterogeneity, as well as of their ambivalent geographical status. They are: 

Sīdi Mahmūd b. ‘Umar Aqīt (al-Walātī, from present-day Mauritania); Shaykh 

Muhammad Mahmūd al-Arawānī (just north of Timbuktu; the family claims 

Moroccan and ultimately sharifian origin); Shaykh Mukhtār b. Sīdi Muhammad 

b. Shaykh al-Kabīr (al-Kuntī, from present-day southern Algeria); Alpha Moya; 

Sīdi Mahmūd b. ‘Ammār (al-Walātī, from present-day Mauritania); Shaykh 

Muhammad al-Makkī (from the Hijāz); Shaykh ‘Abd al-Kasim al-Tuwātī (from 

present-day southern Algeria); Ahamad Fūlān; Bahaber Babadié; Sīdi Yahya (al-

Andalūsī). Their status as ‘saints’ owes much to their distant origins. It derived 

from their ability to reinvent the local through universal categories of value, and 

to inscribe the city into regional networks of scholarship, religious legitimacy, 

and mobility. Put together, their places of origin sketch out a region of religious 

connectivity that still has significance today, and indeed echoes contemporary 

jihadi talk, activity, and recruitment. 

Ahmad al-Faqi, meanwhile, described himself as “a Tuareg born in a village 

near Timbuktu”57 — one of the many lower-status ‘whites’ who, since the 1990s, 

felt excluded from the urban centre of Timbuktu.58 Rather than a foreign jihadi 

attacking local saints, he is a local, or rather suburban, jihadi attacking ‘foreign’ 

saints in the name of the same universal religion that grants the latter their local 

precedence. Meanwhile, those saints and their contemporary descendants have 

found an unlikely backer in UNESCO, another universalist moral body, but one 

that comes with finance and court orders attached. In other words, Ahmad 

al-Faqi’s opposition to the local saintly families was probably simultaneously 

religiously, historically, socially, and politically motivated, and Bokova’s “whole 

of humanity” was only one of his targets. Similarly, when MUJAO destroyed a 
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shrine 330 km north of Gao, it was a Kunta shrine.59 This could be read as an act 

of religious purification, but also as the last instalment in the ‘Kunta war’, 

waged by formerly lower-status Arabs against their Kunta ‘lords’.60 The over-

whelming historical reference underlying many of these conflicts makes their 

religious scaling eminently plausible, but it would be wrong to privilege one 

level over another. 

In-laws and out-laws 

What, then, if we stepped away from oppositions between local and global, 

national and foreign, or even from formulations that try to dodge the question 

through neologisms, such as “glocal”?61 It is not merely the empirical inadequa-

cy of this opposition that is at stake here, but also its conceptual limits. “The 

global” is all too often used “lazily as a catch-all appellation for things that are 

not readily understood in local or national terms”.62 The local raises just as 

many questions, especially when it comes to Islam, which, as a revealed reli-

gion, by definition implies some reference to the outside. This is true every-

where, but perhaps even more so in places like northern Mali, where people 

tend to be mobile, intermarry and trace relationships in other than national 

categories; where indeed mobility and a certain degree of externality tends to be 

at the root of local influence.63 As a result, distinctions between ‘local’ and oth-

erwise are gradual, contextual, and might change over a lifetime. Within the 

current conflict also, it is difficult to distinguish between local and global organ-

isations. As noted above, people change allegiance, acronyms develop, and the 

exact interrelation between different groups remains obscure, perhaps even for 

those within them. Many, if not most, prominent fighters and politicians in the 

area have been members of at least three, and sometimes even four or five dif-

ferent groups that analysts might locate on different sides of the local and global 

(or indeed the ‘religious’ and ‘secular’) divide.64 They also tend to speak several 

languages, and have a wide set of family connections to choose from. 
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The second problem with the categorical opposition between the local and 

the global is that it does not allow for intermediate levels of analysis. It is telling 

that Islamist references to regional projects are often transformed into a “global 

agenda” by analysts,65 true to Li’s observation that there is a general “blind-

ness” among analysts “to the possibility that others may pursue substantively 

different cosmopolitan or transnational projects”.66 On closer examination, 

however, groups like AQIM, notwithstanding their claims to a ‘global jihad’, are 

neither local nor global in their activities, recruitment, and intellectual and 

historical references, but regional. The region they operate in pre-dates not only 

their existence, but also that of the nation-states they are fighting against. It is, 

in fact, similar to the one staked out by the nisab of the saints listed above, and 

replicated in generations of exchange, pilgrimage, travel, and intermarriage 

since their demise. 

AQIM and other jihadi groups in the area have mostly fought and claimed 

attacks carried out within a territory ranging from Algeria to Mauritania via 

northern Mali, Burkina Faso, and Niger. Their recruits, if they are ‘foreign’, simi-

larly stem from that area, more precisely from Algeria, northern Mali and Mauri-

tania, with the occasional Nigerian and Tunisian put in for good measure. This 

is not for lack of trying to attract people from elsewhere, but few international 

jihadis really want to go and fight in Mali when there are more attractive and 

prestigious options elsewhere. AQIM hence attempted to encourage more Tuni-

sians to join them, but although Tunisians constituted the second largest con-

tingent of foreign fighters in Iraq and Syria, and the majority in Libya, few were 

willing to travel to Azawad.67 Libyans and Moroccans similarly have never 

shown much interest in AQIM, which retained close links with its Algerian ori-

gins.68 Moreover, their “Saharan brigade” does not seem to be recruited from the 

whole country, but rather from the northern edge of the deserts, a region that is 

historically closely connected to the deep south of Algeria and Azawad.69 Abu 

Zeid, for instance, was born in the Illizi region, while Mokhtar Belmokhtar is a 

Sha‘anba from near Ghadaïa, a group prominent among the regional trading 

elite since colonial times. When MUJAO fighters resented the influence of 

‘northern Saharans’, these were perhaps the people they meant, and their re-
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sentment was thus historically complex: they had long known the people they 

were dealing with, or at least their families, as regional traders, patrons, and in-

laws. 

If this seems anecdotal, it is striking that until 2012, the most common idiom 

used by Arabic-speakers in northern Mali when talking about ‘jihadis’ were 

those derived from kinship and alliances, rather than from categorical distinc-

tions between local and foreign: “they came and got married to Arabs and Tua-

reg of no account out in the desert”. The local AQIM leadership followed suite, 

getting married to families of somewhat more account. Or, as Lecocq put it, the 

Saharan “foreign fighters” were “not so much foreign as they are simply choos-

ing between nationalities, while sometimes holding multiple ones”.70 This rhet-

oric is worth pursuing, not only because it replaces absolute categories (foreign 

and local) with relative ones (in-laws), and categorical oppositions with nu-

anced histories of alliance and rivalry, but also because it underlines the role of 

women who, as a result, act as indispensable mediators and conduits for exter-

nal ideas and agents, and their moral evaluation, and vice versa.71 

Different cosmopolitan projects 

This region of jihadi involvement and recruitment is also reflected in its his-

torical references. These need to be taken seriously as the expression of a par-

ticular way of making sense of the world, steeped in regional history and geog-

raphy. This is apparent in the names chosen for local katā’ib (brigades, singular 

katība), which include (among others) AQIM’s katība Tāriq b. Ziyād, named 

after the Umayyad commander (of Berber or Arab origin) who led the conquest 

of Visigothic Hispania in the 8th century, and katība Yūsuf b. Tashfīn, third Al-

moravid imām and founder of Marrakesh in the 11th century; AQIM’s splinter 

group al-Murābitūn (the Almoravids, a reformist movement of Berber origin); 

and MUJAO’s katība Usman dan Fodio (a militant 18th-century Islamic reform-

er).72 In central Mali, the Front de Libération du Macina (FLM, or katība Macina) 

refers, in name but also in its internal jurisprudence, to the Dina (jihadi state) of 

Hamdallahi that governed the area in the 19th century; conflicts over pastures 
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are regulated with reference to Dina precedent, adapted to suit many of their 

followers’ more egalitarian ambitions.73 

In their internal correspondence, AQIM leaders describe the population of 

Azawad as eminently qualified for jihad, despite contemporary shortcomings, 

because this people has distinguished itself by its commitment to the Islamic conquest 

under the Almoravids who have long preserved and defended the umma. It is one of the Is-

lamic fighting people and will defend Islam and bear the responsibility for this region in 

the future.74 

This telescoping of history also influences AQIM’s sociology, viewing the “peo-

ple of Azawad” as divided into minor and major tribes and “social layers”. This 

might strike us as anachronistic, but it is in the nature of political projects to 

impose their own historicity and thereby their own conceptual frameworks 

through which action is made meaningful. In northern Mali, this historical and 

sociological vision – and also the apparent anachronism or “self-conscious 

archaism” that underpins it75 – might be off the mark at times, but is partly 

shared locally, and in fact results in a political programme that corresponds 

more closely to local political realities than Malian nation-state visions ever did. 

Tribes matter locally, as do genealogies and quranic history;76 they do not fix 

people’s relations in time, but provide a powerful grid of interpretation that 

cannot easily be rejected out of hand – names, categories, moral judgments and 

causal relations borrowed from it have much resonance. 

The historical regions thus described by different groups and actors do not 

necessarily overlap. Reference to historic Sahelian jihads imply a different vi-

sion of space than reference to the Almoravids and al-Andalus (as AQIM’s media 

outlet is called). But they are regions of a similar kind. They have no borders, 

but shared reference points, and establish a “new political geography (...) orga-

nized around sites of militancy and Muslim suffering”77 and more visibly in this 

context, around sites of former glory and triumph. The absence of borders, and 

the associated free circulation of goods and people is indeed one of the positive 

aspects of jihadi rule that people emphasise locally. It is exactly the opposite to 
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international interventions whose main goal, as seen above, often seems to be 

to close borders and immobilise people. Both of these statements are ideological 

rather than empirical, as borders are never completely closed, and circulation is 

never free for all; but their ideological and symbolic impact matters. One of the 

first things MUJAO did was to abolish import and export tariffs, and while this 

might be a windfall for traders, it indirectly benefitted everybody in the region. 

Jihadis, moreover, are not the only Islamic organisations to function in a re-

gional transnational space that is broader than the nation-state (and might in 

fact exclude parts of it), without thereby being global. Holder describes the 

geographical reference relevant to the southern Malian reformist association 

Ançar Dine (not to be confused with the northern Ansar al-Din), which ends at 

Mopti – not coincidentally on the former border of Azawad – but extends across 

Mandé-speaking areas in Burkina Faso and Côte d’Ivoire. Holder labels this “a 

West African umma”.78 Such regional distinctions do not preclude dialogue, and 

their boundaries are fluid over time. As Li noted (with Afghanistan in mind), 

they might in fact generate pan-Islamism: everybody who defines themselves as 

a Muslim can choose to gather under the banner of Islam in certain circum-

stances, and the important question is not how uniformity remains necessarily 

elusive, but how differences are dealt with.79 Even disputes can bring people 

together, as they might be grounded in shared assumptions and thereby rein-

force them. 

In the same way, the boundaries of ‘Azawad’ in no way indicate those of re-

ligious debate. Commentators have made much of the fact that Mahmoud Dicko, 

head of Mali’s Haut conseil islamique du Mali (HCIM) and himself a native of 

Timbuktu, initially welcomed the instauration of sharī‘a in northern Mali, be-

fore retracting his statement under international pressure.80 It is difficult to see 

how he could be against sharī‘a (although he can of course be against its 

‘abuse’, or against jihad, which he has since described as a “French creation”).81 

Dicko himself is an Islamic reformer, one of many, and there has been a general 

shift in the Sahel towards a changed understanding of Islam, a “Salafi revolu-

tion” in Sounaye’s words, which has led not so much to (yet another) split 

between ‘moderate’ and ‘radical’ Islam, but to a change of generally accepted 
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Islamic rhetoric and standards.82 Or, in Alghabas ag Intallah’s terms, “whoever 

speaks here now, in this territory, cannot say that they are against Islam”.83 This 

means that people might emphatically condemn the violent means employed by 

jihadis in northern Mali, without rejecting their underlying principles, many of 

which have in fact become common sense. This is why, in Bamako, the term 

‘terrorist’ is more often applied to ‘Tuareg separatists’ than Islamists, and many 

feel that it would be easier to negotiate with Islamist groups – who are Muslim 

after all – than with, say, ‘the Tuareg’.84 Conversely, Dicko has been named 

recently by the leader of the katība Macina in central Mali as one of three prom-

inent Malian Muslim figures with whom dialogue might be possible.85 

Conclusion 

Much has been written about Islam in northern Mali since 2012. This chapter 

has attempted to summarise some of this literature and to point to a number of 

common assumptions that seem to underpin much of it. ‘Radical Islam’ tends to 

be portrayed either as alien to Mali, brought by ‘foreign fighters’, familiar to 

Western audiences from conflicts elsewhere. Or it is seen as a stratagem adopt-

ed by locals to give greater resonance to their own interests. Many of the latter 

explanations are valid, but they seem insufficient to fully explain the appeal of 

Islamic rhetoric in the area. Nor do oppositions between local and global (and 

‘political’ or ‘religious’) factors necessarily exhaust possibilities on the ground. 

This chapter argued that tensions between local and universal principles have 

always been part of Islam in the region, and indeed account for much of its 

vitality; and that they have contributed to shaping an intermediate, regional 

level that is most relevant to contemporary jihadis. This region is not necessarily 

one bound by peace and harmony, or indeed by perceived homogeneity. In-

stead, it is held together by genealogical links and the many possible shades of 

kinship and status that they imply. In such a context, a vocabulary derived from 

kinship and alliance, rather than from national and international politics, might 

be more in tune with the empirical evidence. Those people locally who most 
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fully master these complexities, and can partake in them all, are in fact those 

who have most benefitted from the current situation. The late Intallah’s family 

in Kidal are perhaps the best example of this. Due to their judicious involvement 

in the MNLA and Ansar al-Din, combined with negotiations with the French and 

the Malian government, they are now by all accounts running the place –  

according to their own version of sharī‘a.86 
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